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Armando Calderon Sol of the Nationalist Republican Alliance party (ARENA), was elected mayor
of San Salvador in March. Excerpts from an interview with Pensamiento Proprio in April are
summarized below. (Pensamiento Proprio is a publication of the Regional Coordination for
Economic and Social Research of Central America and the Caribbean-CRIES, Managua.) PP: As
mayor of the capital, will you try to cooperate with the Christian Democrats (DC)? Calderon Sol:
The DC is finished; power intoxicated them. They got drunk on the aid from the US embassy, on
their majority in the Legislative Assembly, on the nationalization of the banks, on state control
of INCAFE. They became owners and export lords. In short, with control of everything in their
hands, the DC thought their power was eternal...Until we have a change in the executive branch,
now directed by [President Jose Napoleon] Duarte, ARENA cannot start reforms. PP: Concretely,
what errors of the past do you intend to correct? Calderon Sol: In the first place, inefficiency and
corruption. We have an honest and energetic plan and will carry it out with the assistance of our
supporters. We will exchange Duarte's socialist, cooperativist model for one of efficient neocapitalist development. Our thinking is that of the European-American new right. Populism and
socialism are anachronistic tendencies, although in developing countries like El Salvador there
is always space for false prophets. PP: Are you a representative of ARENA's moderate sector?
Calderon Sol: ARENA is not a party of classical politicians. Our position is pragmatic, realistic,
and simple. We are united by common ideological ideas and the differences between us are not
deep. I think that the role of the retired military officers within ARENA is a good one; they are
obedient, disciplined, and have a clear idea of how to maintain party unity. We are united by a
republican- liberal ideology that believes in eternal values. The crisis of values in the world today
has only generalized hunger. PP: Your new model will eliminate hunger? Calderon Sol: We have
a very real vision of what is missing in El Salvador for peace, and we have proposed a "National
Plan for Peace and Liberty." It would be absurd to continue with the tactical dialogues that Duarte
has been holding with the subversives. I don't think that dialogue or negotiation will be possible.
The only thing that dialogue has done in this country is to create false expectations of peace and
give the guerrillas a starring role. We have a national proposal of peace for all sectors. PP: Including
the unions, like the National Union of Salvadoran Workers (UNTS)? Calderon Sol: Well, they are
closely tied to the FMLN (Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front), and besides, they have lost
their support and have no legitimacy with the people. They only know how to destroy and commit
atrocities. These groups don't have anything to give to the democratic process, but there are other,
more mature, workers who know they cannot ask for changes because we are submerged in poverty.
There are workers who defend their companies. There are workers who go to work on foot even
during transport strikes. This country is living a national tragedy and because of this, patriotism
abounds. PP: What are the causes of this tragedy? Calderon Sol: The communist, totalitarian
subversion attacking our country, bombing our campesinos, destroying our economic infrastructure.
It's a Marxist aggression led by Soviet expansionism and aimed at destroying our people's freedoms.
PP: What is the relation between ARENA and the levels of violence in El Salvador? Calderon Sol:
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ARENA has been repeatedly accused by the international press and now is burdened with this false
image. We repudiate violence. Time will bring us justice. We will continue to give the image of being
democrats. I am essentially a democrat and will serve as mayor awaiting the verdict of the people.
Questions like these don't bother me. I know there has been disinformation, but our policies are
like a religious mission and motivated by altruistic sentiments, not greedy interests. Everything
we do is for the good of the people. PP: Then who is behind the "disappearances"? Calderon Sol:
Leftist forces manipulated by Soviet expansionism, even though among them are idealistic people
desiring improvement in man. I know of some cases. Also, violence is caused by poverty and
underdevelopment, and I don't discard the idea that there are certain abuses of authority. Some
leaders do not have the necessary levels of education. We must continue to educate them.

-- End --
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